11th man - characters

and Ben Reinking, Cert. Varte (senior)
QB Moe Stamps, Helena (plane) (junior)
tackle Animal Angalades, Alcoona (senior)
center Virge Pennington, Bullion (senior)
halfback Victor Ramirez, Chester (5 Yorkshire Browning)
guard Sigismund Peacock, Forsyth (junior)
halfback Dorece Anthony, Muscoda (senior)
guard Carl Friessen, Dogman (senior)
end Larry Danzner, Livingston (junior)
tackle Larry O’Fallon, Butte (junior)
fullback Howard Blake, Great Falls (plane, @ East Field) (senior)

Order of death in the war:

3: Pennington, Friessen, O’Fallon
4: Sig Peacock, New Guinea
5: Angalades: Marcano: snap hit him @ Guam
6: Howard Blake: pilot: wilderness crash: survived: killed @ Bataan
7: Dorece Anthony: medical: battlefield death: New Guinea
8: Albert Zwickel: infantry: leg amputated: hospital ship torpedoed
9: Moe Stamps: bomber co-pilot: over Germany
10: Larry Danzner: navy: Kamikaze gets him.
11: Ben
plot sequence:

Ben takes Bar's V (exulting in the Pack) [ch. 1]
- invented to tell straight [ch. 2 - Bar & Co. meet]

Ben & East Base
- Hoonie & Co.
- invented TSU football?

Get to Fairbanks?
- Ben & Co.
- Sig Proctor dies (Carl Fransen before him)
- Hoonie: 'We're in wilderness, moniker.'

Ben to S. Pacific? Warm DC? London?

Hoonie dies

Darolt dies

Deems dies

Ben's taught enthused to

The side was married as hell

With the love of all time, painted red

To the sun, when we were...
P.S. (from Cees)

of feel: letter in his pocket

... in a large word to use (a himself)

world of war

incredible

Not even a Greyhound.

Call it leave... a bad leave/good leave.

Talk to Barry

Everybody totally enough

Think virtually

Be: was lumbered out of duty 57 Falls

In some case it did not

TSU, aware. With a farm, civic fellow, club

Ben's thoughts returned to

She also was married as hell.

threat to local victory, shifted it not

'dizzy NYA ~ windy 1st year

'other senses. But one time it was Dallastown

driver.

felt his pepper in case, which he took refused to yield to

Ben lost himself

The team,

not all: world remained a Dallastown

Odd.

Corporal.

Howard B take-you know that family?

Sure they:

Well coincidences never cease.

Dear John letter:

Up some way he cd never quite put his finger on

' rest of us miss Kool-And @ USO dances

cherry? Who's cherry?

Joanna: Dan & Pat Hoy

Andrew (Bucky) & a Willow daughter = a Finnette

reading two much (Sad sack)

Ben / Rainbow Hotel / Dec. 7 '41
CP7 planes not much better than kit (W/ 00)

Himself, he saw no reason why. From old, let
woman fly. Hand-l aircraft all very cnerby to me

precipiters like me

Well, for that matter let them go. Take on L'Uguie

"I can fly rings around you."

"Not proven."

"I know it's not. When I went there... He said you

W... natural pilot he'd even seen."

"Bitch," Norwood said in admiration.

"No, we not good.

Don't be such a spaz.

Instead try to stay calm in an extreme state.

Hill 57

Tom Yo

"And Shall

imperial excellent Dessert!! up to

get puppies trying to catch up w/ a coyote.

At 2 red, pulled it down, no one heard it. May 5 loved music.

Rural, only 3 little men. Until I screened

Ben had "ball captain. Were... very few in it.

That about of us?"

"Home for Rotary Chair, grandpo all over it."

"Seal games..."

"You're too much.

Breanthing back

Fat as dinosaur's 00 yo. World as a (83—year-old) man.

Romance practically running out his ears. With man
Along w/ someone went some pester bust, standing up a

chat room

He and Kay had on Cost Stuart ability to navigate
in a nonfair world.

Whatever he does, it came from her.

Who am I kidding? (Who was he...)

Where his running days were..."
She was matter-of-fact. (How old she is too...?)

Case the line.

"Norrie, think about it. By now, I've got pilot training, &

Dream... I guess up front.

But I was in his blood."

warped

As that as it may be, may.

Norrie hesitated, but it had to be asked soon or later.

a shit hot yoga off

could all hollow

Bill Rainier's voice of Ben

- job one; composers' itch; deadtype racket

You don't: the rest of a corner ahead &

Ben's current piece is at 5's

least audience - you - on p. 2 & 3.

At, Madeline, said Prodi Yo remembers

a way he liked to pass time,

& he kept his head occupied by all other facets now by. (casting

If Ben were writing into us and came in with our sense a second...)

He found out why were certain (about - whereas I was)

TRWP (The Whole Print) Turn-Screw Publications, War Project Parody

How had time happened to him, along w/ anything else?

Lynne won't cast mix.

(CT) had changed, 1/2 of it up on ending.

He had settled back (into game of casting) - movie were in his blood

addressograph.

He had tried some w/ Cass yet (movie casting)

You do. He's 1/2 of it, Cyprian.

maint bookstore.

He was a knowledgeable young man, so came training (art, movies)

use Cass as narrator?

use 'team as narrator?

use Cass's husband as narrator?

(Team) before, was changed course of the lives.
possible school

Nov-Dec '05: I was writing

'06: Tucson, I am in Jan.
Whistling ski tours, June-July
Washington, DC? (Arlington, WW2 research)
London?

7 more writing?
Mandle

— made his debut get combat pay, called "Doc"

was in the back part of the— away with her

constant of the type of men it none more, unless kind next him
to a little outside he not on demand or staff
who came out of being something not being with the type
a heart

S. Bango had arranged beyond race recognition when he died
again, could before. Only... The mistakes were unneeded in

Transatlantica
Well, he told himself what he did,

As he struggled along under burden of his job,
came to be that power to keep watch for
new to his life of heart,

constant of his life of heart since since he'd met him
to a little while he'd go forward to Card
who came out 'blue' coming out 'blue' into his life
of heart

& Bace had changed beyond name recognition when he said
there, month before. Only Bace's name face was unaltered as

in your name

out his name - pm.
# outlook, Dec 3 105

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/24</td>
<td>TRPain div</td>
<td>5,396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/24</td>
<td>C &amp; S Corp div</td>
<td>1,303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/24</td>
<td>Pepsijt regular div</td>
<td>6,398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/29</td>
<td>11.500 charitable contributions</td>
<td>7,989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/30</td>
<td>Prof Shan div</td>
<td>7,592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- C & S Corp div [not paying ourselves for American purchase; total was $12,200]

1/4.45.12 set. tax
2500 Tucson trip
regional bill
10,000 Roth IRA, sometime in year

coming:
- $45,000 11% Man advance - Jan.

- problem of the moment:
- $25,000 EM investment (also GMAC?)
- $14,750 moment price
- 10,250 note
- $21.39 recoupment of inv

(#16.753 value from inv + $7.45 = $17.707)

$2610 recoup $12,000 Piper check to TRPain try overnight mail Dec 5, am 9.25
mandolin Mandolin
an ancient country of books.

Try in not to come within wide himself
Men & women are hard material.

When he was younger & more certain of things, he said...

Another of: deadline? that took to work in his apprenticeship.

There was not much reason to think so, but...

His heart thundering,

One part of I apprenticed him as much as could longer did.

an intransigent snap to... an

was not & but that we prevailing nature of our.

days draw down @ that time of year,

...I someatitude estanganese (2)

OD & BR did & get along.
puzzle palace
hallucination, confab.
authorities

Man does not live by bread alone.

He wondered if there were any other like him & was...

Tower of: Unknown

Legends [continually] arise to try to explain something tells this, he he knew

Whatever else it was,

Every sentence knows what it is doing then.

apparitions of time.

have to stand in line w/ himself.

Write w/ pointed end (his editor father's saying, editor saying)

OD knows no pity.

To piece it into sentence of episode

context to see how much a story col. do (had begun in him)

an old story

"Longer than 2 w/ w, but... that we can't to follow.

apprenticed him more than... had him on edge.
Dianna -

One less

1 - I did - I want you to come across two to wrap up the case

To his father's surprise. 

You'd know it. I did, really.

Ben, it's a hell of a thing

As if reading it off his finger

You know they cut off names until it - he furnished

Marie Reese Tournant's granddaughter

Father was Yank

Dianna Reminger. Agnes Reeds' friend, his Hill's Aunt

8pm 4 piece you did 4 floats.

Who cal write circles around him.

His father started to

"We must send @ his son

My tone broke to an B's absorption in. my paper,

B's absorption in her. x-ray

B snapped out of his absorption in hung his J's why face.

Brought back

her a paper along in her we snapped off of his father's

"My pencil from

his J's x-ray snapped

Looks like Ben"

col a thorn in commodit.

giving back to college after war

no onwers / W W II
Winning My Wings

2. Civil Pilot Training Program
3. J-3 Cub p/e - J3F Cub
   - 1 female vs 10 males (p.s. Never again offered)
4. cut hair tail often short
5. type over typewriter keys (use w/ keyboard)
6. 1st B ~ Bird woman pilot
7. tours of war bound rallies in Navy transport plane
8. private, who we sandbagging in back of plane
   (providing weight?)
9. - Coty Pinto
10. - WAAC power struggle
11. - Houston Poly serg
12. - "cattle wagon" transport - breeze w/ hopping canvas windows
13. - check pilots chop
14. - other WAAC officers: Young etc.
15. - adjutant
16. - boy: run 6 - courtesies
   - "Do you want"
17. - stowaway cap
18. - 200 miles
19. - please warming up
20. - cockpit procedure recital
21. - O.D. (Officer's Ready)
22. - simmer warm up landings
23. - H of day
24. - laymate
25. - mannelie w/ wolf
26. - dress uniform: white shoes, tan slacks, overseas cap
27. - fatigue covers
28. - HP - hot pilots only hot pilots are dead pilots
29. - cue pot: Claim for damn a hell, gin for worse words
30. - five hours of rail wagon
Winning!

71 - milking, open up & down
72 - training of numerals on check from wearing goggles
   - first class and a form here: nothing wrong or plan
75 - profit, check last
   - given her gun (rearend engine)
   - needed take off time or patch or adhesive tape stuck to rear
77 - props in rear pitch (to make as loud as soon as possible)
78 - PRT - pilot's recall tube, "all a poor girl can do we want"
79 -nemonic recall well out of
* 81 - Link trainers (flight simulator), p. (a2)
85 - destroy (gripe, miss, inside nervous)
86 - ready room
87 - bombshell trick to see behind
91 - good time (link trainer? instrument work)
94 - fly east w/ packet again, to cut down on refractions
99 - measured "Need of Day"

106 - long form
109 - AT-6: zero completed?
110 - AT-17 loaded bomber
112 - larger ed many available & appropriate mass call, played taps string
117 - doesn't understand, absolutely-quiet
120 - BOE: Bachelor Officer Train
   - cat: wooden chair that doesn't close
* - A in corps support unused
121 - felt pumps from typewriter shot
123 - shouldn't & after flying Soarin' bomber w/ second No 20 bomber
* - Tommy: Go Round
   - Yellow
126 - St.  Edward primary trainee PT-13; Navy called J Paul
132 - flying PT-13 Da
   - TAI: EU: Anoone; Things Are Really Played Up
* - playing jokes in plane
134 - ROND - remained overnight
136 - made out a TR (Transportation Request) served as ticket
Winning

147 - "detached orders" - reporting to Wichita until further notice
149 - requesting special guard for plane en route to Hardin; 10pm
150 - mess, dinner, phone call
151 - challenged by AP (again) - and did - and did WASPs
152 - plot looks tough
153 - "Ned in Jan. says war will begin in a matter of weeks; it'll be over in '45."
155 - "Ned signs off letter: "That's 30 for me."
156 - "Dear boys, etc. (low overcast, evidently)
159 - navigated by "ballooning beam" using radio signals
160 - 509 (Sick of总是 Q/A)
161 - "Set out in Operation all day, hoping weather will clear up."
173 - pre-flight visual check
174 - "Weather had been below minimums"
175 - VFR (Visual Flight Rule)
176 - "Old-fashioned" pilot (i.e., double Old Fashioned)
177 - enroute now
178 - flying around @ WASP
187 - "walking army" (in/family)
193 - March '44, WASPs a surplus commodity
195 - Indian-air pilot
196 - 19 April '44 Temp - Hap Arnold timing a visit to flying WASPs at AAF
198 - photo (weather)
199 - April '44 peak of WASP ferry pilots: 303
205 - Oct '45 announced WASPs will be released in Dec.
257 - ceiling and visibility unlimited
Women Pilots of WW II (please copy all pp. below)

XVI - uniform

XVII - deactivation of WASPs Dec 20, 1944

17 - patterns who were main pilots in Jennys

25 - bringing liquor, "temperance" strike member

- "pull em up" (tea shop)

27 - hotel roomers out open cockpit

30 - sang "blood on cockpit"

110 - oil line story in Beaver

157-162 - glider

- mention wash

- popular stage

- never think of UV

Zone of Occupation

IX-X - comic sans

52-4 - P-39 story

64 -

79 - nothing Squares left

1/2 -

115-117 - Exam

127-131 -

- How's the Ginter (Mar 10 1944 in 5 weeks)

- WJ 67 pay

- until Thursday (Oregon home)

- from "Mary Jane" round (wife & pregnant

- might strike on track: vertigo

- Dungen, B.H. Campion (slightly good

- cotton (before brain)

- inside window

- don't see them now

- Australian third war, five months on watch from death row

- in Dry period

- 81 8m morning

- 8am portable typewriter
Spectator

2. short-arm inspection
9. 11th & 17th.
10.11 landing o abd
12. 6 x 6 open-bed truck
   - movie on base
17. Guard's car is tent
19. "strike," "stop" etc.
20. bombing run on Bignoville
27. into far provid in truck bed to avoid exhaust
29. "medicinal age"
31. + popular songs
35. never thins o NY
38. letter from Martha Eubanks
41. bomber run procedure
42. orgon stopy!
45. "not it"
46. Whitney Square pft
48. playing sensation
50. Fred Spain
51. Gerda @ writing
52. My sister Eileen (May 10 '44 in Pacific)
52. let's say
56. ball turret blown loose
58. plane "Mary Jane" named in wife & girlfriend
59. 13 might strike on trunk & vertigo
70. Drum: D.R.V. Catalina flying boat
72. canvas litter bags (water bags)
   - pee tubes
   - bean can shaving heads
74. Australian short-wave symphony on return from bomb run
79. D-Day announced
91. 54 exp mining
92. Closes portable typewriter
Spectator

100 - description of island & clouds
- Briefing Officials
102 - meas takeoff, light beams to vault
110 - phone # inside control column used hub
115 - transient camp
I'm not sure what the image contains.
Wyo was scalped on its home field, by a CC from northern New Mexico.

Ben: Nothing plays out to an end.

He had been afraid of 2:00...in some contradiction...middle of the night...

B picked his way on foot through clouds that led him to...to plane...

"river's edge...dog Jones...did not lie still in..."

"glorified tourist"

letters for Tucson

mangled RAF field, dropped common bag case handcuffed to his wrist.

"I'm easy for...PWP officer in charge."

That will be me.

Friend's own mother

"DON'T WORRY."

promised 90% pure tea on train. 6 he had even been 0/4.

Oh Christ. How can I hunt a hunter in one day?

met them by 1/2..."

Ben: I trips home, 1st one old Dances.

You're change? 3/1 to indicate"

He thanks to tipping off a correspondent, and sabotage his own war...

to Dances: What do you do here..."

B: "I want @ dollars to...treat us to"

"can? are you in, boy. I mean, O...el jondo..."

"Wot was it. Anything short of bomb. AT-6"

"Top dog"

@...""""A"""

"You really sore?"

Damn the enemy souls.

Assumption, hesitations...dirty

How's melancholy Dances, how's me?"

Ben was jolted.
"Your father is got people," - P's mother

"Damn old b**sh knew something no one knew."

"Keep going. I have to go back to college. Two years short of grade."


FDR's death.

He admired D. stuff.

Since gun barrel was catalytic

"Tomcat has a new rifle. "Monkey Went" to emphasize Ben's curiosity.

Beryl & Mary Catherine

stamps of mint

"Let my can't you?

Working himself into a father

Slick.

Life was changed (my. was) By some of things being shared among them. I is return to it.

Until Today I thought I liked hunting.

Apocalypse

Durnell = Tom's casually before now

Dad... from an old rich family, 100+ generations

Someone had been doing that... (to, now) Durnell

- save, raise, etc. his own
tanned

Come on, gun (palm in this, cooperate a little.

He didn't know where

Ben wanted goddamn hell we show up

"Mr. Sanders?"

Don't get scared. a time.

What they call a 'sh*t-

Lucrative

o as for end to world or you ed get it still be treated to hunting

He'd had a talk w/ Coach

or: Coach thought

Slick Vic
No problem getting women.
- married one, picked Vic Drew, Gene Guy.
- All kinds to combat
- Sandoz, O'Hara
- London: cold-blooded bastard
- has a wild hair up at the white hair on good, but he's a
  good hair, wants up to rain out
- He's as good as they come.
- anything goes if writer/uncontrolled/wild-eyed columns
  offset of (imagination)/gorge
- & sample free

Su: guilty if survival
  guilty only of unbalanced uniforms for courage
  marries: a chicken @ (edge 78 mind)
- catapult

Dear: jam cd have but
- Family (treat) 1THL B. Life 7-07-07
- jinx
- German, American
  he died, everyone
- appeared at the war was a signboard, or whatever, nothing much
  on telephone wire
- held up OP - on directly or indirect comfort
- Christ, Vic, how did you come from here?

Seated up: a soldier, but he was as dead as any of them.
"I never did try that," he said, "but I do.
"Skills equal to make pilots," I added.
Notice he stopped in said they want to fly all the way north.
He had survived his mother's 00/41 time in 9 days
She had kept B out of calculation
To clean some things up.

when she'd rescued him out there 0. hangar.
Feb. 3
Cats playing pottery
- Ben/Cats got started
- Cats again
Ben goes back to CS from Somers Hils; his mother is still up
- Bill & Cleopatra linger, briefly
B talk at S Bar; Ben/Harriet; BY Cats; BY Jones
"Dar is next" (for a piece)
B, BY Cats
Dar Talon
Hill 57 - flt ball
Yet more

WASP:
Mary Catherine Cornelius
Beryl Foster
Della Macalpine
Cats met 2 by Stan @ Surf, water; MC: no drinks?

Feb. 27 - June 1: workdays on man.
Feb. 27: wk; 4-5 days
March 5: wk; 4-5 days
March 13: wk; 4-5 days
March 20: wk; 4-5 days
March 27: wk; 4-5 days
April 3: wk; 2 days
April 18: wk; 3 days
April 24: wk; 2 days
May 1: wk; 3 days

May 2: wk; 3-4 days
May 15: wk; 4-5 days
May 22: wk; 4-5 days
Maximum: 40-43 days
March 15-17 PHBA (12 min. talk needed) (places?)
April 2-4 Fort Townsend (Suzy talk written; needs rehearsal)
April 6 Dr. & conference call (not step unknown; possible triphone?)
April 15-25 Akron Cape anniversary trip (time off?)
April 27 Osh Kosh show (Sky talk written; needs rehearsal)
April 29 UW Friends of Library dinner (purely social)
May 5-7 Nebraska (40 min. talk; reading needed)
June-July Brook Tower (needed; talking pts., refined reading—opening etc.)

Possible factors:

C's health
My health
Material calumity (airline travel)
R's orders
Margaret
Barbara Harper
Neighbors (Harry, Barby, Nancy: house sale, change of neighbors)
Friends (Atwoods, Wustaws, Trudy)
Pickup of house cars (bombers etc.)
Interviews etc.
Skin treatments
Jake: What am I doing here?

What a hell of a thing to have happen?

Jesus, Jake, I can't have a thing like that.

Jesus, man to man.

"We'll mean it: playing Chopin with a needle and thread until we can reach Nuremberg."

"I've seen a movie, but not a real film. But what's the matter? I've seen... I've seen it."

"In what will take if necessary.

Sleep - Ya better place is close enough ya mother ed"

Folks reach them fast and you'll feel up will.

It just try 'et the headless.

He was determined to not even talk or write of what happens.

@ (N5), to him (Emerson)

obliviation

"Drinking to obliviation every 'n' we - a sound idea.

"Must mean it's my turn to go."

Big ball back called the A titan

"Yes, - pt @ which it says, but what am we going to do?"

"Our time's come. Let's see what he wants to do."

He asked back from table, prepared to his feet.

Write V1 C in beer bottle, moisture

down. On him at least something.

6 years they had been friends, since 780 after that.

For some had happened before.

Let's go.

"What we had been any kind of armas for certain.

Everyone from members as far.

God dam I, don't count a thing."
Grande Prairie

Flights: Edmonton - Nelson - Wetaskiwin - Grande Prairie

movie to Grande Prairie by way of Wetaskiwin

was watching to see who we watching

Cine Eva

Even here, the movie started. It

habit of this everything over

By habit, he checked on one quickly and thoroughly

At a screen 6 ft for briefest

Alcients (it reminded him of...) (still smoky)

prairie Cassan

his good day, than his crooked one

possible WII names: Hill; Bill Kommer; Sanford Helen

Copenhaven: Sara Crosby, Taran; McDonald; Kerr

Bruce Martin; Musgrave; Adamson, Stefan

triumphant exultation (after love-making)

movie history

is n't to Sooner Then Fly

god according

Kelsey

Case's sex name confusion

full-11:00

Ben Franklin (?)

pad

"That must be rough,"

Case admits: her reflexes

kid sister

chapter 7: clock
CPR training
needed & trained over ade
return to care. I suggest 2 things could have independence.
Aim to tri.

Sue Powell

The time was hard if we should have been
was a love today off,
what kind of a gardener & our tone of mind, when he
felt happiest.

"I'll make sure you do something every day when you're in here,"

Some night on the phone:

You can't do anything
and still be a patient.

"Don't be a patient!"

Tell a world no end up from being a patient & involved.
1. came out of nowhere, person pit T. about

"Quite a parliament we have here,

Wodered in, mumbled a shop clerk who. 

Stand and ended up,

I struggle we his feelings on the bed - if we doubt she had,

too - here they are

what kind of a parliament was dark. mind, where he

had struggled every way he knew & still ended up

told a woman he and leave alone

not to him

I'll take you to Wodder of some day when she is over

Camomile

You can go on pack Berry

paint for moisture

just to be sure

Ben a "glorified civilian"

Ben's wound an inch off from being a million & wound
me re-read, Sept. 22

1. as marked

2. 

more? Itad short line or pp?

4. note mention of B's curiosity. new sense

5. mention B's pet jacket a few times later on

10. Roketai: more

12. line 2, lighter print
- note B's frustration

13. Casie Stuart

15. service for Vic

16. Carol; at night

17. good as goes well; B's earlier phrase

21. will award OK?

27. as marked
- cant/ use again later

59. thank u it, Reaching: can use later as Think, R.

31. - moving target; use again

013. 2 - command: be consistent (commandant file)

41. note pad: replace

42. 06 - M.C. replace

51. as marked

61. 

65. " 

67. 

60. line 4, spacing

66. as marked

point

point

more, rather flu

47 as marked

47 pad
Monday 9/5
morning: Wilma intro & mark up reading
rehearsal if possible
Call Lou & Auntie's, ask if 9/7th is OK
Call Cyndi Armes, turn in lecture
"Ann Nelson, 2010, Providence"

afternoon, 2-4
Margaret
Thomas
more stuff
Call repair shop
Sp& and prep
Change shirt
Call Patricia Spencer, Nelson Library 406-447-1630
Pick Calluce

Tuesday 9/6
morning: prep for 9th session
Fax reservations to Beatty, Michelle, Liz
Get files ready
Know to sign off
Review T-Med
Call Steve for T-Act Balance
Got a $15 bill?
Call Eric Wood?
Write $15 letter
Chase change to sunroof shirt
More stuff

Wednesday
9- nutrient
Follow up CD
Ramp mail
Repair shop
Packs
garden prep?
Next: address, great job
Call MH closing phone interview
1944

Start June 14, 1944

June 15-16

July 21

July 24

Aug. 1

Sept. 4

Dec. 19-20

1945

Jan. 16

Jan. 19

Mar. 26-28

Apr. 12

Apr. 23

April

May 3

May 7

May 8

May 10

May 11

May 14

June 24

1944

Barbadoes

Ray of GM's death

Bob is aboard from

Noted that he will be 32 this next day

"Yet..."

"The indictment of victory has been finalized"

Letter from Bob

"Happy Victory in Europe Day..."

"Official" V-E Day

Week something to do in spare time

Print system

Bob in ship

Heading Home

MHS  John C. Harrison

Fallen 4/6

Harrison

Davidson

Bennett

Bulla du.

Westfield

Westfield/Darno

Purple H.

Eveland

MT. Maple Leaf

Home Front

Rations

Poplar-Pomegranate

Origin: 6

Poplar-Pomegranate 8

Grave discharge

307
Ban academic All-American
Deep best natural athlete
manners that came w/ $10m-sign manners.

Holy jeez
wind-up-to-wind-up w/ MTC Club across pit
unavoidable pain in the pot pan

1 out of 14 men. Yesh it's counting Vic.
That's not one.
Word spreads.
Vic sounds pretty well demolished

"mummy dear"

Dear mummy

Sandy-haired
too famously

'battle zones acres of battle
and exploits of
except Ben & Ben.
'truth itself, in what he did around @, we humans

We cant tell camp she is buying it, but he sent me.
I will never look into temptation, person.
Only a mile.

Apprentice
Cana wanted in it.

"You friend o Vic?"
"Read it, write," Dad replied drily.

I'd make a note wrap.

pleasure & flesh

I gain went out like a light.

sleep

"I did..." stamina...

bedroom eyes

too much 7. You...

air that post up with.

twist
Fellowship
There's + to bear a load than show up in a microscope
What bugged him so much? Categorize us — you call it around
"What if all of us were here?"
"You want my guess? Golden Chickens"

pain machine
"I've lost sleep over it. + might."
at least we share frustration
We've been friends, I hope to chant we will still are friends. some kind
You known. 2nd worst thing here

a pain assessment. various hands
prenior Medusa necessary risen to it of final dominance
rungs you ready
education.
does it matter?
squad

Handed properly further further
Ammunition Day

through — much he much out.

on our felt in form of Oar, is any of that
away from even can't I round it.
New Guinean

Amore & Domine julotoon: A or P

Love mortars

cat's back to back
debilitating circumstances
cat's cradle of attacks
metime nall of java

joggers

She's been hell. Better: She's been all kinds of a fight.

drinks

What's it take (vips) on...

full moon

O.S. (officers) candidates

locker song: "My Heart Told Me"

discorded clan

make it snappy

spread it out

Red Dog (redhead)

What's word? What's hot lemon?

garble (italian, appropriate)

maggot (day in it)

That's an inducement

spread ladder

Walking: naked lungs

jungle

Bramble: "If you want

money, there's a thousand ways in the
"Playing with fire..."
CH. 5

Short Note

- Begin w/ Stadium white letters
  - B's mental camera: warning of o/head shot

- Cass had bag of opera glasses
  - "Up yours," she said (in captain's voice)

- Hand them over to Indians: "I want you back now, Ben."

- Tell Ben seller over vs. Haden, asks O. Vic's aunt (never been #2)

- Three glories, Ben can see: Senator and wife.

- Remember Parcell's folks in press box

- Had 57 of better kids essentially one team and #1, couples with Ben

- B. C. in civvies, Y be married, but not secret.

- Dee. C. in civvies (shades)

- Seen face made him think of Tant

- Thumbnail sketches of Parcells:
  - Parcell
  - Pennington?
  - O'Fallon

- Crowd thinner than '41, gas retaining, team record worse.

- Time military show? (possibly not) London USO? We Bands?

- How much divs. team try in to "12th Man"?

- Draft of P.A. system

- Cass in a scan

- Smaller stack: planes coming vaying @ E. Base

- "Midler, Pete & Golden Triangle"

- B's love off field; past dream

- If you knew money, like I know...

- Boston deal money, Parcell: it isn't stupid

- Weather

- "Brock: "The fear," length of Oo's deck.

- Strawman OK in '43.

- London: "You're a natural scout."

- "Again?" Angelina asked.

- Corps of their talent

- Keeps, cors, write me in this. Playing pocket pool
28 - movies
35 - E Base beginnings
45 - Red Star
46 - nearly total 7 planes
Make Bruno not a cliché physically
- mattly athletic coach
- jiggly

Animal friend to Vinodalia
Katzenjammer Kids
among other things

What tell game in the playing? B dot mean Hill
but only. bravely plucky
3 - but man: 5 - 8 - P

London Yard in an Easter basket: trademark topcoat etc.

What's ours... wet our 3 - 8/16 man
- that P had gone to L Hill himself

Ben won + 7 - coin plays (as capt.)

... Earlsdon Junior (in brush of lining); regimes (B, C, J)


Purcell may 8 - bench; picture tempting.

Cassy

en - sport / put me on

Hitler! discuss

Today eat 1 - clay

gaunt towns

He has to shape rep. Do you - see 4 am trying yo...

London gun

essehades in binget

Eastorn / Cotswam

witnessed

Evolution suffered when it got to
A Turkey

space in 'Wick of time' Gaussian. good man Germans, too

look they we born in Maine.

Dobbs, E. / Freese & Micka

hood ornament

A

His brand was making & he wanted it to quit, motion

made his head to root of his hair. When he finally

feud on fire.

unconducted his eyes like, face we standing over him & I

big mitt of a hand rocking turn to frame, Another day,

another dollar, buddy.

B

Ben shielded expert. Brightness of an arm, snyssy as he was,

it occurred to him to ask.

C

Jate buried himself & his travel bag, "Other guys went up it,

but I got us a better deal. We know cap of crew of

our very own bunk plane, Ballam, san.

D

Good God, why are you craz? I've got to get price on you

down & in to Toper Weeny, or the month led me live'd it
down.

E

"You can write in air as god as you can on ground, but you"
"Mr. Clinton, would I know a cup of min a two pastela witness? You can sign me off about a west one.

"I saw from the quellly store to be have from An."

came, given an answer.

"Your fellows are kind of tucked away." What's 0C.

matically

Mr. Clinton did always done it figured he always was but now I have come to finish myself. Every time you would come here I have had a subject in the diet. Mom always had a subject in the diet. But now, because he wrote it down to ever be a scribe of a nation.

"But in order to the history of the nation."

He did not want to admit it.
Bill Rankin @ morning

Not many of those in a town like C. V., or he reflected, a
distant passion that had brought some particular woman from
utter silence to quiet: they had shared for 20 years
any manner of living.
She was all power at times. As usual, some time of year,
but it detached itself from night in anything gray, & he put

Paddling across to a window that gave a glimpse of horizon
those cottonwoods, he checked airy as usual, not tall.
weather -- a moment meant anything in Montana. Day ahead
of him was not going itself out as he went down rivers.
'county agent's session at high roll and a pot production for
'war effort, all afternoon given over to discussing, gossiping
with bonds. Nominaly.
'mon-partisan who I just happened to employ," he said, his
mind on a condition of motion. He started up a kitchen stove
in semi-darkness. Half a coffee.

Yet he had always done so & figured he always would. At least I
have seen to "purify myself," rather but gets warm. But is
that a balanced diet? Fumbling for a pencil & pad &
sideboard, he wrote that down to use as a ruffling & a bottom

While coffee perked, he put on his Macawar & hat to stop
out onto parallel post officer car windshield. Another figure
readout that didn't mean anything or greater choice of life,
but it was nothing to do. Besides, dawn was brought him a
little of Ben now that he was stationed @ S. Base again. That
rainbow of plans to Australia any amount of time is put on twelve.

He did not want to admit it
but he was gratified

was really got a person anywhere on
Billie said,

"Praise be, Franklin, I know L.G. was worth a whole lot more for being for it."

Add: We time not spent in

vaginal plants were flying instead of bullets was to be

measured. He paused, taking to 'silence that entered '

new change of light, necessary

As a newspaper man, he had to hear to 'campaign of all men's

sons in one war against Hitler & Tojo, but as a father he

felt an interval of solemnity for Zan. He started

up even earlier than he himself did. It was an added habit

now, delaying out here in driveway until he ce felt hear 'at

distant sound of planes in transit.

add: the respect of a donor pool of quest, he paused again

to listen.

Old times getting you down?

He slapped a hand to 'backs of her checks. 'New times

Casa: USO, Civic Center

concert 1 month

By now he ed recite 'Sun 80 & 'Sun no doubt ed

read off his ed's head before one of us will. We're as too

as an old married couple.
ms review, Jan. 26, '07:

- Want Tokyo Rose. Wrote to Star to wire, got no reply. Got a very snooty letter saying their were no records. Wrote to Lee, no answer.

- German version of All Hall-Ho, sounded like old abt Ben's script?

Della's note

- More cases?

Uncle Floyd & movie big Oct 11, '13

FIND Stuart: Standard

11 - Refuse to cover: majesty on instruments: "44 area follow-up?"

- 300 mph: 800?

- Havard, Mike O'T; Pasko & Od

- Havard

- Big H

- Change Prosses in Italy / 24 stated 24 - phone

- Ben, "did you ever hear?"

- Big C

- Stuart

- Smart

75 - 4th list OK?

76 - Stuart

- million dollar wound mention & where?

- Stuart

85 - Pennington

92 - Umbrella

93 - called her leave; FIND # of mass; asked to make things up

- USO: mention earlier? part & hotel scene? (Can't mind)

12 - One of plate OK?

101 - KOPR; cut earlier mention

12 - mov lem? reamed out Dollar; called for a rep.

15 & FIND SoBo van

- Stuart
New York party in Tu Intercut w/ Cam in O Club (or USA)
- session w/ his father in library

Compromise

Machte of Time:
Case 4 Ben: round table? move in Cascade? London on 0 SA tour? or does Army-Navy game?

Ben by hotel script

Ben up around Cape A Law? north of La Push? IV of America

Case of Ben in Seattle (movie & dance)

Ben to Danzer's ship

Ben to Eureka Animal get it (extended scene)

Senate hearing: TRAP

Ben to B Bar: Case Does Beryl

Ben on assignmen: giving range - shipyard - arsenal of demolition

Protocen get it

Dex gets it

Colonel appears

WASPs are dem in Dec. '44

Jake in crash, Kona
New Year's party

Dean of Charity Frazier (at luncheon of nuns, Saturday morning)

Camelia and Jan Martelle

Grace and Hugh McDermott

Vannammas - he was real principal

Doc Spence, doctor, lawyer - I saw

Elie Kender, etc.

Charley Harrell

Reta Atwill, were among, lovely morning, having a good time with all the others.

McCullough sent the necklace; the rest of us in mid-oil in ground hizzards - guess at least someone got a mile. I wore Vannammas' necklace.

Somebody's daughter? Younger school teacher (comes vs. Vannammas)

- when entertained (too soon for you, Reiling)

spread onto frozen ground, but from the windows of house.

Chela's piano, you're in your place. Did it, so compact, jazz.

By 4 or 5, he had some people

a pleasant surprise

Around 4 o'clock, we drove out to a house.

Amelia's house, in contrast, had a bar, for a Tongue.

Drawing again, felt like an impromptu

American, broad kitchen

cacofia, club

Ben's way, venturing out from a heavily protected America, because that when lives were dependent on 00 roads.

recruited with a gauding mixture of 00s in life

Where every town anywhere came on tough roads.

 accustomed to tough roads, you never set out for anywhere rugged roads

roads not 7. The hunting.

in constant doubtful
EV party.
Ben the drunk
envoy

Selma Simmons?

Adrienne teaching in 6am school

Samara? adopted daughter - WAWE

why is he in EV? "Wimms?"

"Is he's from EV, he'd know a casualty?"

"from next country over, but passing thru"

B felt like he was being judged

EV - Cateau - Deux boches / Maicians - Polson - K Spald

"Days to: England, A to Z."

You're lucky...

Have Mac & Beth at party?

He knew, it was rampant, dear John letters

Talks on Turks

a planet a shepherds

"Jerome is off base, O phon projection!

Tourant drunk?

She drove.
Men.

What TRAP had in mind for him passed for creative in
military, but that did make it any less slippery to handle.

calendar & map of war

till during your trip from & back,

further learned

Walking / tightrope

So what went into record

I'm over it, "He wasn't;

& never one to play that fast down;

Regard as only: banker's wife in a small to ed be;

Soft made

wife & banker & accustomed to by the from top of tower

"she was married to banker-

C was banker's wife is always really aware of it.

He felt out of place

B awaited his own marching orders

"needed for to be room of and am

for whatever circuit of am

into war, The war probably launched

bumpy

got rid of uncle, anybody who knows: Content same...

stuck up

bowl of marbles: black, wh, blu, make them a all 1 color

USO - United Service Org

WAVE: Navy (Ann Haz, p. 1449)

Carnegie: Prairie, repurposing

— show a system

month of
Patty says:

Cloyce

* t. Carneal

Ban & Bill

- S. Santeri (man agreed & made a written promise yes)

Cloyce & Ban

- 4 dead

meat 

San's daughter

Bill rain & freeze. 70F. (Ban looked ragged)

...
Becky, March 27 '07

11th May 19

- Marketing: effort for \textit{Whithing Season}
- Movie's story (we agreed I needed with proposal yet.)
  - Butter, 1917-21, Granville Stuart, librarian
  - WW: Frank, little Lycraed/song contest
  - Speculator, mine, fine
  - WW: supernational
  - Whiting: point run? 40,000 no pr; 75,000 assured
  - My speaking gig apparently we have a deal of good
  -=

:\textit{(Rend Case, Gran)}

an Christian men, agent, Eliz. Wales, 1st year ch.

\textit{(call of need)}

\textit{She'll do a letter of editing details, I said send it in early May,}
epidemic! Deeper & Chorus @ times

\textit{IV ball event for women,}
overas nothing is true, can be more
spring 09 pub date if I meet contract deadline

have Michelle own interference

\textit{NOTE / Oct. 1} \textit{Internet promo,} \textit{I said I'm amenable to some} Amazin' books! don't load directly

\textit{1/2 dozen next titles}

3 things have to happen for it to hit

Michelle ( ebenfalls publ.)
Bridgeport

The war was ugly and contact
slow under water

It could have been, quite threatening, peaceful
(Yet here) magpie mind

Thread Peace piece then 2 5 days up Menuch

- P hacked

Waters parted

Sun poured onto outermost ledge of rocks up a power he
bodily
had been, spray spurring up like a school of geysers

Euphonious rock climbing,

Promised war from Harlem

There tent just

Others of Supreme Team were in machinery of 25 milita

There

"See any?" "Supposed to shoot them in if we do,

yet do not

Harlem Stamper

Supreme

That tremendous life after war

Harlem - do grass deep

"Me neither, I guess,

"Guess a person can't.

"Traveled in war.

Is mocked at and a sign is kept recognition of

Adamant

principal waves always on the side

constant

much fan of surf

a grummers with a couple words.

Mar? Ben/ Bingo

- To Admirable: "Trade you coat for Ben,"

Sig: 'neds
drag messenger stumbled up out of... 

flame anything... two holes ahead of crew; he had 
mind there only an hour.

... talking... & compelled to speak... drinkable
He called Tom &. The word Session six hundred colo
some pit that 1 & some time he wed jump. Ent阻
old col. - May in the snow forever. He was constant,
they were variable; race art had taught him that
basic was to be found in constancy: some others more, self
not get a lot from virtue, can get from others.

fage needed moon/moonshine

Sig a cloum

Tom was a man who lived in love &

how did your friend some month&

e no this second anybody

= good

reconstructed stuff

The art said (to the stern side - kind)

more more applied to him by only 5 people & or his

world. - down dead. had a way. take a matter

looking outside for

student
What we do w/ Danza, pack of 15a long

TARP

Animal's scan for authority
money, money, foundries, Amer stage set
scrap yards
anybody above moon
Ban thinks o' snapped-off lives

" " TARP wanting brave
hero material (Dex determined not to be, Danza not)
As there some kind of creeping and you can get from saltwater:

"Come on, we'll get you a paid pack if you can see
how (Marines) live, if some is living.)
Practice, all damn near as bad as Brussels. He'll fall

"I'll be go to hell, it's our recording angel,
How'd you find me aunt's death?
He that named Marine uniform,
ass and 7: world
Harri j schwabky
Still protecting Duugot Doug.

"Not good."

advanced class
Ben as named
Death did (go to 'strong side 7': line)
Mike's name offered to him by only 5 people in entire
world - 3 now dead - had a cany, like a tabud
he had asked for.

Student
Ben & Cass in Seattle

eating & drinking @ Pike Place (wartime food)
open wp to dialogue or listened
- Cass late stepped by MP

"It only the moving heaven & earth,
He in our interest (cub's new plan?)

Jennifer during wartime

champ

No one in the 40s, their name Scott Candy
a case of circumstances

A man in morning suit with them

We're in the 40s, what do we do?"
Danzon
"Still having a good time, Ben?"

Croquet

"Turn our D's shoes"

Lethal pinwheel

"find hard of (IWW)"

be calm"

at we like a BT picnic everywhere

but time we just put in @ PI M, these were most guys

a case of nervous in service.

Now I never knew what hit him.

bunion pads

worth judge

Danzon: "I know where Dan is why ?

boat we deal up"

A number: "Ben Y a moment... They saltman

spotted him in there w/ concaves, other concaves,

then doesn't that add up to ?"

Dear; you contrary SOB.

used to get a handle o drink

stopped to a fine pass thru Dean.

a gliding quality

roman types

amazed

won an estate that lasted for years

Seaton's pull (not a movie uncle?)

They tried to kill Hitler

primarily, if you did like princes

moveback

from back there

movie Compromised

Bill R: like ahead of him (Ben)

Lady plane in a tale
Re-read of '44 30 July → Aug.

159 - decided against 49 C/B contingent

5, Danny → move as D-day.
'frater. But we glad [see again in - here.

Told how dey 'd read to have. F'cause dey not be classified
catalogue of war.

if it did 'go off' in all directions.

beach from season 7 1/2th Man

[redacted] (11 men)

That us - even bad part

amazed away.

Queen was an ugly lump in ocean

He wondered whether Danzer had even managed to

pay a mission...?

Danzer & Animal both with

Animal: platform OK?

smart queen/ study

coying on

A meldon's/ moving

hand at a stove edge

putting out for (who am 2 to talk.)

animals pain/fatally

Harding: 'happy' ups into that

Harbor contacts until they can't stand it,

full in face

except until she was 2 laugh at the dude. get hold of stew,

up, gigi

all tied

'Montancers

known 2: unusual 2 talk. worn of soul for him at here &

Eg, along my heart & health,

see Eich

John D; Here
Nov 12
Ben & Jake & funeral (77 Peak)

Purcell

Senator & hearing

H1/57

Colonel appears

(Can?)

Cass squadron gets P-63s (Bomph)

Ben asks Jones alt Than Shall Not

Ben @ E Base / Read 577? / Headed to visit home? (Oct 1944)

- Being sent to Ph'ipines / interrupted by Beryl Eady

Danzer, Day & Dan

- Jake (Ben wrote column)

Ben to Europe

Morrie (Patton won't let him go)

V-2s (Cass & Dan)

Battle of Bulge (some shorten action?)

London / USO (in Antwerp?)

Ben & Milken & wounded? MPs appear, take him to safety
hill

Write [day] (day on calendar of Wildlife)

(Turn page)

That promised them we would do this thing as thought process

Ben OD'ed her

held his nose

He forgot that out of his mind.

in 'deep set/... care of. No case besides him. A

room. "_Why empty of any significance. A 39 piloted

by her.

hold her heart open. (How long can you...

out of parenthesis don't just asking a question or answering

in passage of air or in passing

Try one on for size,

'Yes clock

Vic's believed

little as a buck

organismic

Best of name of ten among part 7.undry

I'll married the same was it on top of gun. Now

She's said (Again Nack)

some theatrical punk offish

He said 'how - sorry for that. (Damn tax)

It's considered tillin', col. o. ship - stop regular for annivers.

& decided against it.
There was a check echo, tailored as earlier.

Any appeared to have been in mid-meeting from two or three days prior.

What is manifest of VIP arrival again?

Tardous train of another sort.

Mass of Japanese vehicles

Last two more some incredible

Mac's

there was a marginal sheet, consisting of

was one want

nervous 'treading on life?'

polish, prune / get up with polished (good)

50 more pp.? 8+ use / 6 pp. now.

country in being followed out

It had been said on thin slip, Tongue

about it of. Now afternoon.

This was no guarantee on me, either.

Be stopped. Making it through

Be us having to learn some on run.

Return. O god, me.

One last trip.

I'll go. This time.

Not alone.
fake real meat?
part of war effort
That was doom of andersen.
May be end of war in Europe
Both ways turbine before evening.
what we left of his life
A dead hearty ought to be enough.
A letter from London show (a.Trip? done)
AAU 24C.
From: Shazada/Tamara/Barbara
Did they happen to say which year?
Oliver than clinic, isn't it?
Thton room
pointing Porzcy @ porcelain (change in night direction)
transferred into something beyond watching.
Even so, he was careful beyond normal.
Moxie + Antwerp
Belgium

- Ben flies to Europe
- Bill - @ Gordon, name of Jake: Jake Price

Ben meets Maurice
- flying bombs

Moxie
- tells Ben a London show (or DWP dow)

Dec 15: Bridge begins; Antwerp cinema kid
$ moves Dec 15 - Jan 15 '08

# WaMu checking
Darin J's acct

Jan 5
18,166 (est) part share contrib'n ($17,000 transfer from J's acct)

Jan 10
$10,000 Roth contrib'n

Jan 15
$14,500 4th qtr est. tax

In telling Wolfgang 86 he thought they took a

Ben in a club - yield beyond any maximum.

I should believe him! (Joe)

Please, please -


Indefensible action.

That very office, if accused of making side on sales or phats
out of people, he could defend in

To master minds and - accomplish my purposes, fully

command it be done. Execution

To anyone he is to keep dope tight or add

by within written parts!

Direct.
Marcello: WWI & II M.T. casually notes
-Walkinville Cathedral

But "of climate he needed to consider" on was a plane
out of here. He replied not very regretful.
Danner made part of atmosphere by Japanese raid.
Commendation from Senator.
I suppose it is in hopes of good
of other matters party

In
2. - Verbal Balothe: "we again."
4. - Bala genip bep
6. - mental camera in Ben: "??
11. - Did you say: 
12. - Drum fiel pocket of Ben
14. - Heart Section ??
27. - direct relative: what o appi?
32. - another day in: war: one again: yet another...
- object OK: (the OK in diciny defn)
34. - Ben's order: "we again."
39. - Jefferson Dusha: "??
40. - Ben: "true: " or variant?
67. - Snacky's ladies: "we (ben)
77. - passion pit: weird in Andwuy
89. - Ben bugged: "we again."
- Even so.
100. - movie shot in Ben's must: do more of?
124. - hear: "we again"
- periodic murder.
151. - Djay sense OK.
156. - Can win: used twice before.
157. - MP's: import quide or not.
- cap'n
193. - FIND graiz: led
204. - mouth: the word: one and later: you.
229. - Gwan 142?
325. - Downsing OK in Belgium?
Ben knew he could never come to terms with the passing into E.L.D. of another man to be did feel that. In was left in doubt try run away remains of another kind. Nature of E.L.D. is that it calculus you of getting things. All own rules of behavior, mixture of unpredictable. About you can do. One only to interpreted in view of E.L.D.


we in all word day

all came people my parents us think as theirs

Old for Pushed. Me longer known me. When it came not I one officer friend safe in Men and. charts and spot for our only son.

short memory treatment

If was not like her to curse but she feel contents of voice for it now.

That's different, Can't come at all means something.

Zones it affect at some of others. I can get up need

3 runner, 3 that will do. Truth. Ben's movie

If was awfully worried o him one time. aren't you. I am. He's not saying what it will come up with he really see. One way in independent of, no matter what victory and thinks.

Close on silent. Then said: B told me something,

just a bit slighting

She saw her husband's first sense lived for a few moments. She encouraged that along w-

Ben will say it. She said firmly.

Mother, Dad—If 1 do, make it back, do what you can w-

me, etc
People did come back from war,

stinks weather.
core in view

stinks weather
checked wind on her point/MC waggled her wings.

Benke in goggles.

Feb '38 re-read

4. check AAF
5. " GWTW '39

- Amosenda Copper State

- top Italy in what's left of his lap.
- Vic: ima walking-warc

- 200-300 planes/mo
- Rugged Pass / Cont'd Division

- Indian melot pot

- Vic's address

- change to Texas dead of Vic might as well be

- Military formula: solution

- invent a where, as Vic. He hated the idly.

- Casa Muntha

- points are turned

- runnin' from dawn room

- Commendation or commandant?

- Carlos @ S. B. House

- ya or D.appa?

- Argentine

- Sicily/Massena

- "[illegible]

- [illegible]

- uniform & Capote

- [illegible]

- [illegible]

- [illegible]

- [illegible]

- [illegible]

- [illegible]

- Vic in fem j refer to again?

- [illegible]

- [illegible] OSS = NO-change
- Dark hair
- Commandant?
- Penguin - naval
- platoon / unit
- firing unit
- 75 mm / 100
- Start of pilot training

- 102 - K.A. - Butte? on air in 1972

- Bobbi Smith
- 875 - B.C. / B.C.
- 125 - N. Arab

- 133 - Time zone
- 134 - check Wilson (1 pilot)
- 135 - OA - 14
- 1700 hp

- Upper Tanana
- N. way

- John R - 138 - dropped planes for lift? No
- 141 - RCAF?

- change ballasts to damn things
- 144 - When they?

- John R
- 145 - Help

- 146 - commandant
- 147 - 14 zone

- 155 - odd 97% Probability fail?
- 148 - help
- 149 - 2nd mode up on spot (invented)

- 150 - short, hard, bomb - OK
- 151 - all innocent 9
126 - *to washroom?*
127 - *Frame Enga*

- [X] *Fenned*
- [ ] *Converter etc.*
- [X] *istrength*

- [X] *Helmet dive bendor*
- [X] *miloard wound*
- *Barrie Woolter*

- [ ] *Can we hold?*

- [X] *Battie in '44? OK*
- [X] *combat analysis center*
- [X] *battle status* OK
- [X] *wing & bridge*
- [X] *antiair steen*

- [X] *2d level from bottom, 00*

- [X] *battle dates - Tamana Nov '43, Kyuy Feb '44* *Emmeron Feb '44*

223 - *Last word restrinjered*
224 - *But in B's mind*
225 - *chapped or chappy?*
226 - *pentality*
227 - *1000 WAPs*
228 - *Antaill OK*
229 - *Deep Purple '34 - Tereado Dec '34 '40*
230 - *I shall... '42 - Gabbit prop 1 p. 307*
231 - *2m to 6m - Semi OK*
232 - *Zurich and east Devon*
233 - *Mahan changed*
234 - *24A - 47*
235 - *Island OK - die*
236 - *B under anti -- anti*
237 - *No*
238 - *G'day OK*
239 - *Flaks hss u at earliest? 21*
I

291 - 0 W 1 OK
292 - The line, add Senator?
293 - Justland
294 - Divide wind
295 - Canopy outside
296 - cd and w/stand
297 - height details
298 -

299 - Mild
300 - Boeing Store
301 - Andenme 100 min
302 - Sam B

303 - army of miners of war
304 - surrender

305 - division, Georges: 45th Ambray
306 - pen/pencil
307 - dand in

308 - near area 1 cabin Napa
- 1/1 & Bashing
309 - 10' underground: 15:
310 - bastard

311 - 9 yarn 2 mes OK
312 - Wadsworth
313 - some of kitchen
314 - Allegory
315 - wagged his head 3d mes
316 - blue line
317 - The two of you?
318 - stared
319 - PhD Vane OK
320 - height very mes

321 -
Jeep

sawged

360 - flat mudland

360 - dress uniform

320 and 703

370 - Christian: My Book, / Godamally

250 - In here from bottom, it's

350 - then compared to

250 - left; pulled out

350 - what's a solution?

350 - Flemish / Belgium

320 - Panama

374 - invent "he demanded"

380 - interior line for Ben" X

380 - and worn down from our last leg

320 - prime time (L. Hughes)

380 - last line, Capt. Stomper

380 - 2d line him visited Mc

380 - commander

350 - and

340 - Supreme Team

340 - 3d hallucinating? dreaming this

- delusional

To 3rd regiment not mentioned

Morie was glowering on at him

What came next was a plea than a gun;

Goodman J. P., are we still going? 